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Switchable nanometer contacts: Ultrathin Ag nanostructures on Si„100…
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The fabrication and characterization of metallic nanometer-sized gaps suitable for conductivity
measurements of single molecules were studied. Controlled gap formation by electromigration �EM�
is demonstrated in contiguous and ultrathin Ag structures wetting the Si�100� substrate. The gaps
obtained are in the range of nanometers or even subnanometers, as revealed by lateral conductivity
measurements and scanning tunneling microscopy carried out under ultrahigh vacuum conditions.
Annealing to 300 K closes the gap by enabling surface diffusion of Ag, and another cycle of
opening by EM at 80 K can be performed. The functionality of the contacts is demonstrated by
insertion of ferrocenedithiol molecules into the gap. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2336650�

The ultimate limit of nanoelectronics is the use of single
molecules as functional units. One of the key techniques to
reach this goal is the generation of reliable contacts with
separations in the range of only 1 nm, which allow testing of
the conductive properties of single molecules and control of
their functionalities. This goal was the reason for several
successful attempts for the generation of nanocontacts for
single molecules in the recent past.1–6 Since the required gap
size is an order of magnitude below those structural widths
feasible by present-day lithography techniques, several alter-
native approaches were reported. They combine lithographi-
cally produced structures with electromigration processes to
thin and interrupt the contact1 or use proximity effects,6 me-
chanically controllable break junctions,2–4 selective etching,5

or the recently developed conducting DNA networks.7

All these nanocontacts still have the disadvantage that
their local structure cannot be controlled. However, the local
structure bonding, the molecule to the metallic leads, cru-
cially determines the conductive properties of these quantum
mechanical objects in case of strong coupling because mol-
ecule and leads must be considered as an entity. This was
demonstrated by several recent calculations.8,9 Therefore, the
control of the complete atomic arrangement in the vicinity of
the gap and of the contact area to the molecule on the atomic
scale is necessary in order to reach a more complete under-
standing of molecular switching properties. We show in this
letter that we are able to produce not only structures with
gaps in the range between 5 nm and below 1 nm, but that
these structures are thin enough and laterally open so that
they are completely accessible to a scanning tunneling mi-
croscope �STM� for local control. Thus they fulfill the re-
quirements just mentioned.

Silver as metal was chosen because of its higher chemi-
cal flexibility compared to gold, and because Ag grows epi-
taxially on Si�100� �Ref. 10� so that contiguous films are
obtained for Ag layers that are less than 10 ML thick, if they
are grown at temperatures around 100 K.10 The low-doped
silicon substrates �1000 � cm at 300 K� are insulating at
temperatures below 150 K. In addition, for Ag as an adsor-
bate, band bending effects cause a depletion of the space
charge carriers11 so that Ag is well isolated from the Si bulk

under our experimental conditions below room temperature.
We started out writing the nanostructures by electron

beam lithography �EBL�with a JEOL 5900 scanning electron
microscope �SEM� in combination with a Raith lithography
system into a polymethylmethacrylate �PMMA�/LOR3B re-
sist structure, which was spin coated at a thickness of 120
and 370 nm, respectively, onto the Si�100� wafer �see Fig.
1�a��. The wafer was cleaned before by O2-plasma etching.
An electron dose of 180 �C/cm2 �HV=30 keV� was suffi-
cient to depolymerize the resist so that after development
�AZ625� and etching, followed by a HF dip, a hydrogen
passivated Si�100� surface within the written structure is left
behind. After development the structure in the LOR3B layer
is laterally larger than the openings in the PMMA layer. This
effect was used to fabricate a nanobridge of PMMA, about
250 nm wide, above the Si�100� surface which was used as a
shadow mask during the Ag evaporation �Fig. 1�b��. Imme-
diately after the HF dip the sample was introduced into UHV
and cooled to 100 K. At this temperature Ag was evaporated,
and the amount controlled by a microbalance. The variation
of the angle of incidence of the Ag flux allowed us to fabri-
cate vertically structured Ag wires �Fig. 1�c��. A schematic of
this process is shown in Fig. 2. After optimization of the
form of the nanobridge in order to minimize current and
temperature gradients, and after removal of the restist, a free-
standing three-dimensional Ag structure was obtained that
we could further thin and finally break reproducibly at the
narrowest point by electromigration �see below�. A SEM im-
age of a final structure at the typical size obtained after
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Scheme for fabricating a nanostructure by EBL using
PMMA as a nanomask in the center of the structure. The SEM graph shows
the structure after removal of the resists. The contrast is caused by the
different Ag thicknesses within the nanostructure. For details see text.
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evaporation at only two different angles is shown in
Fig. 1�d�. It demonstrates that Ag structures that barely
touch, but are still connected by a bridge several nanometers
wide, can be made. The thickness of the Ag films have been
varied between 2 and 15 nm for the first and second evapo-
ration steps. Note that the Ag films produced are continuous
even at a thickness of only 2 nm, as tested both by atomic
force microscopy and by STM. It seems that by our sample
preparation we still form Ag layer that wet the Si surface.
The direct proof is the closing of the gap formed by elec-
tromigration by annealing the structure to room temperature
�see below�. Since the minimal thickness of Ag close to the
gap was below 10 ML, it is accessible for the STM, as we
show below.

The gap itself was generated using a feedback-controlled
electromigration �EM� technique. Reliable formation of gap
widths of only a few angstroms required optimization of the
wire form at the narrowest part, as mentioned, and cooling of
the sample with �N2.

The resistance of these structures before EM was typi-
cally between 25 and 100 �. EM started to be effective for

voltages around 1 V, i.e., at a current density in the central
part of the structure around 4�109 A/cm2. Here we assume
a typical cross section of approximately 50�5 nm2, as
judged from our SEM and STM images. Figure 2�a� shows
the time evolution of the resistance during EM. Experimen-
tally, the critical EM parameters were controlled by a self-
written software, which increases the voltage gradually as a
function of the change in current. Depending on the geom-
etry of the initial structure, the final tunneling resistances
obtained for different samples after EM vary between 0.2
and 10 M�; i.e., the tunneling gaps are between 5 Å and
5 nm.12 The resistance of the Si�100� sample itself is at least
an order of magnitude larger, as reference measurements
have shown for nonprocessed Si�100� samples.

The absolute tunneling current depends on the contact
geometry and the energy barriers in between. Therefore, we
performed STM measurements to calibrate the gap sizes ob-
tained from conductance measurements. A gap of around
5 nm after EM is shown in Fig. 2�b�. The dashed curve in the
line scan Fig. 2�c� represents the geometry of the tip, ob-
tained from the edge of a large Ag cluster. Since the edge of
this cluster was assumed to be vertical, we obtain an upper
limit for the tip size. Correspondingly, 5 nm is an upper es-
timate of the gap size shown in Fig. 2, in accordance with a
tunneling resistance of only 10 M�.

Figure 2 shows several points worth noting: First, the tip
reaches the bottom of the gap so that the whole gap structure
can indeed be imaged. Second, the location of the gap coin-
cides with the central part of the structure carrying the high-
est current density. Third, all other parts of the structure are
intact, as can be seen, for instance, by the shifting of the Ag
Auger peak after applying ±5 V to the contacts �see Fig.
2�d��. Fourth, the Ag surface is, despite the intense process-
ing, chemically clean except for some carbon contamination
�resist� of a few percent of a monolayer, as revealed by
�-Auger spectroscopy.13 Since we carried out the EM ex-
periment again in UHV at 80 K, we expect that the central
part close to the gap is completely free of contaminants.

So far, we have demonstrated how UHV compatible and
extremely flat contacts in the nanometer-range can be gener-
ated by EM. However, these gaps can be closed again simply
by thermal annealing to 300 K. Electrical data during cycles
of opening and closing the structure by EM and thermal
annealing, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3�a� by IV curves.
The inset shows a magnification of the open state �note the

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Change in resistance of a Ag nanostructure vs
time. Electromigration �EM� leads to destruction of the initially continuous
wire. The applied constant voltage was 1 V. �b� A characteristic STM image
of the gap �5 nm� induced by the EM process. �c� Line scan taken along the
arrow in �b�. The dashed curve represents a worst-case approximation of the
tip. �d� �-AES done on the two Ag pads close to the gap. The voltage drop
of ±5 V between the pads can be found again by shifting of the Ag peaks.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Reversible
switching between an open and a
closed state of the gap induced by EM
and annealing, respectively. �a� shows
�linear� IV characteristics, indicating
either the metallic or tunneling regime.
The typical �zero bias� resistances of
the two states are in the order of
0.1 k� �closed� and 100 k�–10 M�
�open� as shown for two different
samples in �b�.
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different scales�. The IV curves are not fully symmetric pos-
sibly due to different contact resistances of the macroscopic
leads �annealing reduced the deviation from the linear
curves�. Although the open/close behavior was reproducible,
the absolute values scattered due to too slow regulation dur-
ing the late stage of EM. Especially, the tunneling resistance
of the gaps varied by up to one order of magnitude. A sum-
mary of this switching process for two different samples is
shown in Fig. 3�b�. This experimental finding proves that the
Ag layers are closed and wet the Si surface. Furthermore, the
property of opening and closing the gap can be useful for
varying gap sizes.

Depending on the substrate temperature, the contacts
withstand voltages up to 1.5 V; i.e., the electric fields should
not exceed 5�106 V/cm. At higher values of the electric
field, discharge effects occur and, together with local heating
and annealing, lead to formation of long crystalline Ag wires.
As we have found by SEM measurements, this effect can be
used to grow crystalline Ag wires as along as 0.2 mm �!� and
30 nm in diameter. Details will be reported elsewhere.14

Finally, and in order to demonstrate the functionality of
our epitaxial contacts, ferrocenedithiol �FDT� molecules
�C10H12S2Fe, length 9 Å� �Ref. 15� were evaporated ther-
mally out of a ceramic crucible onto the contact structure at
a surface temperature close to 80 K, as controlled by a
Ni/NiCr during evaporation. In the electrical experiment
shown in Fig. 4, a gap of less than 1 nm with an initial
resistance of R=650 k� �at V=0.3 V� was used. Up to 250 s
evaporation time, no changes of R were observed. At this
point, the molecular flux was turned off. Several seconds
later, the conductance switched suddenly by almost an order
of magnitude to 0.4G0 �G0=77.5�S�, indicating a field in-
duced capturing of the molecule in between the contacts.
This value remained stable with time over several hours.
This resistance at zero bias of around 40 k� is in between
the values which were measured for the open/closed gap
configuration. Whereas the IV curves for the open gaps were
always found to be structureless, a clear molecule induced
signature is now visible in the IV curves around 50 and
150 meV. These curves resemble those obtained recently as
enhanced transmission for ferrocene-oligophenylethynyl-
dithiol placed in between Au contacts.16 In addition, their

measured conductance values are very similiar to ours and
seem to be characteristic of ferrocene and its derivatives. We
note that the noise level for voltages above ±200 mV was
quite high, indicating configurational fluctuations, which
may be partly field �or current� induced. Therefore, for on-
going experiments the evaporation process will be trans-
ferred to our variable temperature STM, which can be oper-
ated with a He cryostat.

In summary, we have shown a viable process to generate
not only ultrasmall, but also ultrathin molecular contacts
which are produced by a combination of feedback-controlled
EM applied to the ultrathin �2–5 nm� Ag nanostructures,
grown on Si�100� surface as a wetting layer, and electron
beam lithography. Due to their small thickness, these con-
tacts can be imaged also within the gap with a STM, so that
information about the local configurations of contacts and
the molecules in between can be obtained. The gaps are
chemically clean, and can be reversibly closed again by an-
nealing to room temperature. In addition, our combination of
STM with lateral conductance measurements showed that
contacts with spacings in the range between several nanom-
eters down to the subnanometer region were produced,
which are suitable for capturing single molecules in between.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Change of the normalized conductance �left� after
evaporation of FDT. The dI /dV curve �right� shows molecular induced fea-
tures around 50 and 150 meV.
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